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DO YOU KNOW HOW 
MANY DIFFERENT OFFICES 
YOU CAN HAVE IN A 
SINGLE SPACE?

Businesses are adapting to changing and unpredictable wor-
king conditions by designing their offices according to the agile 
office philosophy, allowing for simple and quick rearrangement 
of workplaces.  An office is a place to establish social relation-
ships. It engages in collaborative project work. It inspires the 
search for the best solutions with presentations, workshops 
and training. A well-designed office allows division of its space 
to create workstations adapted to the tasks at hand.

ENGAGE  
for effective teamwork.

iNspirE  
the presentation of ideas 
and concepts during training 
and workshops.

AdApt  
to adapt the workplace 
to the tasks at hand.

HUSHwAll IS A PERFECT SOLUTION TO:

1   The body is available in two  
colour options.

2    Felt panels /  
whiteboard / 
TV mount-compatible panel

3   TV/display cable entry

4    Cabinet with a roller door to store  
everything you need near you

5    Mobile base which improves  
the stability of the wall

6    Castors with brakes for easy relocation  
and safe use



hushwall

HushWall is a mobile partition for flexible office zone 
creation while providing a vertical workspace area. The 
mobile wall comprises a body that provides the following 
configurations: a mobile partition with a sound-absorbing 
felt panel, a mobile partition with a whiteboard, or a mo-
bile multimedia display wall on which a TV mount can be 
installed. The structure provides an easy way to connect 
power cords.

HushWall helps to create new office partitioning layouts 
and quickly adapts to changing working conditions – wi-
thout the need for any installers or conversion of the office 
interior.

HushWall has a sufficient weight to ensure stability with 
easy mobility.

CREATING NEW WORKSPACES 
HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY

MOBILE PARTITION 
WITH FELT PANEL

Create new work spaces  
with acoustic comfort.

EACH SIDE CAN BE CONFIGURED 
IN ONE OF THREE WAYS

MOBILE PARTITION  
WITH WHITEBOARD

Provide a creative space  
for teamwork.

MOBILE PARTITION  
WITH TV MOUNT RECESS

Present multimedia content  
where and how you want.
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FINISHES

DIMENSIONS

Body

Felt

Whiteboard

Base

Roller door

The manufacturer reserves the right to introduce design modifications and change parameters that do not impair  the usability of the products. The colours shown 
in the catalogue may differ from the actual colours of the products. The above offer is informative and does not constitute a commercial offer.

Find out more by visiting our website.


